
 
Introduction 
To play M² you will need a copy of the To the Strongest! rules. This are available from the Big Red 
Bat store. The core rules of the game are all in there. 

There are 3 core additions to the TtS! rule to facilitate Fantasy gaming. 

Characteristics 

There are a set of generic characteristics that are in the main rules section. These 
apply to all armies. Each army has in addition 3 unique characteristics that give 
the army some chrome. The troop definitions are standard from the core rules, 
with up to 3 characteristics (taken from core and army). So, you have a lot of 
variety to play with. 

Monsters 

There was a requirement for a single new troop type, that of Monsters. It was 
just easier to do this than trying to shoehorn it into the ‘regular’ types. They 
are classified 1-4… from Ogres (class I) up to Greater Daemons (Class IV) 

Magic 

No fantasy set would be complete without magic rules. The rules for casting are in the rules 
themselves, but the spells are in the individual lists. That way you can vary the ‘level’ of magic in 
your games if you want low magic – no problem. 

The mechanisms for Spell casting are activations as per the core rules, with the exception that all 
casters are also Generals – so there is now the option for Generals to activate themselves. 

Fast Play 

It’s worth mentioning that one requirement was to fit each army and its rules onto one piece of 
paper. This is really to facilitate fast play and cut down on table clutter. We try to lift the ‘essence’ 
of the armies out rather than going down to the nitty gritty. 
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How to use M² 
Game Sizes 

While this is not a hard and fast rule, these recommendations work. 

Small scale figures – 10/15mm playing with a 10cm grid on a 4’x3′ table – use 1500 – 2000 pts. 
Using a 15cm grid we recommend 1500pts 

Larger scale figures – 25/28mm playing with a 15cm grid on a 6’x4′ table use 1500pts. If you have 
the room to play on 8’x5′ then you may try 2000pts 

These give a game length of about 2 hours. Armies on average have 10-15 units including Generals 

Doubles Play 

To play doubles we recommend each player using 1000pts of the same or allied armies. 



Rule Change and Clarifications 
Activation Modifiers 

Several armies have effects that modify the result of a card’s PIPs. These modifiers only effect the 
success and outcome, of that activation. The drawn PIP card is still placed next to the unit for 
subsequent activations. The modifier does not affect the value of the card itself. 

Adjacent 

When using the term adjacent, this refers to all boxes, not just the cardinal faces. There 
are 8 adjacent boxes. The term orthogonally adjacent this refers to the 4 cardinal facing boxes 

Artillery 

To elevate the effectiveness of ancient artillery in TTS! 

▪ Troops hit by Artillery have a +1 to Save modifier. 
▪ Each piece of Artillery deducts 1 scouting point. 

In the March Move section of the rules, replace the 3rd bullet with -Start its activation within a box 
into which any enemy formed unit of artillery, bowmen, crossbowmen or longbowmen is able to 
shoot, or enter such a box. 

Core Units 

When amassing your army some troops are indicated as Core. You must take 3 Core units for 
every 2 non-Core in your army. They do not need to be in the same command, unless specified by 
the army list explicitly. 

Effects 

Some spells and attacks call for an Effect token to come into play. An Effect is a token that is 
placed in the (target) box. The token should be suitably representative of the effect. Typically they 
have 1 of 3 forms – modifiers to Save, Activation or Combat. Each Effect has a parenthesised 
value which is the modifier to the target value. So, positive is a penalty and negative a bonus. 

Example Save (-1) would mean any units making a save in the box have a -1 bonus. 

Unless specified, Effects tokens are removed by the owning player at the start of their turn before 
any activations are made. 

 

 

 



Handgunners 

This new troop type is for those formed bodies of troops making sole use of firearms for mass 
shooting. 

▪ Troops hit by Handgunners have a +1 to Save modifier 
▪ Range 2 boxes 
▪ 1 shot when activating to shoot. 

Powerful handguns can have the Black Powder characteristic. The modifiers to armour Save do 
stack. 

Isolated Generals 

If a detached General is ever alone in a box, he may be selected as a target as if he were a unit. As 
long as he is a valid target he may be shot at, charged or be the target of a spell. If the general is 
targeted in such a way, he first must make a save. If he survives then he is moved to join any unit, 
under his command and in command range, of his choice. If the general is senior, he may choose 
to join any unit in his army. Should no such friendly unit exist, then the general is considered to 
have been captured and is lost. 

Warriors 

Warriors are now allowed to be fielded in non-deep units. Their profile is 2 hits, 2 VPs , Save 7+ with 
no integral hero nor missile capability. Warriors, deep, are identical to those in the main rules – 3 
hits, 3 VP, Save 7+ with an integral hero. 



Deviation 
There are some situations where deviation occurs as part of an activation. Deviation can be either 
in shooting or movement (as specified by the type in the army list). 

Shooting 

Artillery with the Deviates characteristic deviate – others deviate only by exception, specified in the 
army list. 
Instead of drawing a card to hit, nominate a target box then follow the process below to determine 
which box is actually hit. Where the target box is occupied by more than one unit, the hit is applied 
to the unit most frontal to the shooting face. Where targets are equally ‘frontal’ the shooting player 
picks the target. 

Movement 

Where specified, troops who deviate do so instead of movement. In most cases deviation is 
mandatory unless specified by an army list. 

Deviation Process 

The direction of deviation is influenced by the orientation of the unit that is moving or shooting. 
Select a table below that matches the facing of the unit, relative the owning armies table edge. 

 

Draw 2 cards adding the numbers together. The resulting value in indicates where the units are 
moved to, or where the shot lands. The result of the deviation will be detailed in the troop types. 
(Some are worse than others!) 



Unit Characteristics 
A unit may have up to three characteristics. A characteristic may be generic, as listed here, or 
specific to that army detailed in the list itself. Typically, they effect Save, VP or Points – some may 
have some local effect on the unit. Only troops marked with this characteristic benefit from it 
unless otherwise specified 

Animosity 

When activating troops with this characteristic, and a 1-PIP card is drawn one unit in the activation 
takes a hit. If a General’s re-draw is then used no Saves are allowed, otherwise a Save can be 
made. 

Anti-Magic Aura 

When an enemy Wizard casts a spell within 3 boxes of troops with this characteristic, they can 
attempt to unbind the enemy magic. Draw a single card, if this card is higher than the total casting 
cost the spell is dispelled. 

Aquatic 

Troops with this characteristic can treat impassable water features as rough terrain. They also 
treat marsh and water 
features as cover. 

Bangstick 

Troops with this characteristic can shoot as if they were Handgunners. 

Berserker 

Troops with this characteristic are gifted a Minor Hero at the start of the game. 

Big Name 

Monstrous Creatures with this characteristic add 2 VP to the army. 

Black Powder 

Shooting hits made by troops with Black Powder characteristic have a +1 to Save modifier. This 
can stack with other modifiers. 

Bloody-Handed God 

Troops with the Fanatic characteristic in the same, or orthogonally adjacent, box as troops with 
Bloody-Handed God count as having Hatred (All). 
Troops with this characteristic also have Terror. 



Breath Weapon 

Monstrous Creatures with this characteristic can shoot into their front facing box. No ammunition 
is tracked or expended. They are limited to 1 breath weapon attack per turn. 
Breath Weapons hit on a 6+, with a negative modifier to the enemy Save equal to the Monstrous 
Creatures level. 

Bull Charge 

When troops with this characteristic charge directly forward they can move 1 box , then charge – 
as if cavalry. In addition, they draw an extra card when charging. This does not apply when being 
charged and when striking back. 

Children of the Forest 

Troops with this characteristic move into, and through, woods as an easy activation. In addition, 
while in woods, troops benefit from a -1 Save bonus in melee combat. 

Cold Blooded 

Troops with this characteristic suffer an additional +1 penalty when making difficult activations. 
Representing the creatures being cold-blooded brutes and slow to react. 

Daemonic 

At the start of the Chaos Daemon player’s turn, before any activations are made, units with the 
Daemonic characteristic and with at least 1 disruption marker, draw a card. Apply the following 
result – 

1 Unit takes a disruption – daemons fade way back into the realm of chaos. 

2-9 No effect 

10 Daemonic energy pours from the chaos void to reinforce their brethren. Remove a 

disruption marker. 

Determined 

Troop with this characteristic add 1 to the victory point total. 

 



Doom Diver 

When drawing for Deviation, the Doom Diver pilot can add or deduct 1 from the destination box 
result 

Dread of Light 

Troops with this characteristic suffer an additional +1 penalty when making difficult activations. 

Ethereal 

Troops attacking a unit with this characteristic count as disordered when determining whether they 
hit or not. 

Fearless 

Troops with this characteristic ignore the effect of the Terror characteristic. Troops with the 
Fanatic characteristic are also classed as Fearless. 

Flame Cannon 

Organ Guns with this characteristic hit on a 6+ 

Fleet 

Troops with this characteristic can change orientation, by one face, during any activation. 
Alternatively during a simple activation, you may move 1 additional box straight ahead. 

Fly 

Non-charging troops with the Fly characteristic, can move 1 extra box straight forward when 
activating. When charging, they follow the standard rules as their type. They can move over boxes 
containing terrain and/or non-flying troops (friendly or enemy). 
Flying troops evade on a 3+ unless being charged by another unit with Fly, in which case they 
evade on 5+. 
Troops with Fly have a -1 PIP modifier when making Saving rolls. 

Forest Spirit 

While occupying a wood, a unit with this characteristics does not take break tests. 

Frenzy 

When a melee results in an enemy unit being destroyed, troops in the box cannot advance. They 
are too busy in a frenzy. 

Glorious Charge 

Troops with this characteristic count as Fanatic, when charging using a lance. 



 

Giant 

Giant is a Classification specifically for Monstrous Creatures It wouldn’t be right unless we had 
erratic Giants in the rules!  As such, when activating any Giant and a 1-PIP or 10-PIP card is drawn, 
draw another card and consult the following table 

1-3 The Giant will neither move nor fight this turn but simply stands rooted to 

the spot looking dopey. This ends the Giants activation but not the 

commands

4- 6 Move the Giant directly towards the nearest table edge. If equidistant 

randomise the direction. If he moves into another unit he will attack it 

regardless of which side it is on.

78 The Giant picks up a rock, tree, abandoned cart, outhouse or whatever 

comes to hand and throws it at the closest unit – friend or foe – that he 

can see within 2 boxes. Strikes with 3 shooting attacks worked out in the 

usual way

9-10 The Giant moves towards the nearest enemy unit that he can see. If he is 

adjacent to the foe, he will attack as normal. If friends are in the way he 

will walk through them. Walking though friendly troops inflicts 1 hit as if in 

melee. If the box, he moves into is fully occupied then he displaces one of 

those units. The Giant and the passed through unit are swapped. Unit 

orientations are kept as they are.

Death Throes 

When a Giants is killed, he falls! Follow the rules for movement Deviation. Every unit in the destination 
box takes a hit.  Saves may be made but with a +2 Penalty 

Grail Knights 

Troops with this characteristic and a type of cavalry, add +1 to their combat PIP draw. In addition 
they are also Fearless. 

 

 



Guards 

Troops with this characteristic take an extra disruption marker before being destroyed, if in the 
same box as the Army Commander. 

Immobile 

The unit cannot move or be made to move. 

Hatred (Type) 

Troops with this characteristic add 1 to any close combat card drawn against the type listed. 

Kamikaze 

Troops with this characteristic must be represented with a Kamikaze model. When the unit they 
belong to charges, or is charged, the Kamikaze is released. The Kamikaze is detached from the 
unit immediately (before any charge combat) and moves – using Deviation. Kamikaze 
subsequently deviate in the same way at the start of each player turn. 
If the Kamikaze moves into a box containing terrain he is destroyed. 
If the Kamikaze moves into a box contains any troops, he inflicts 1 hit. Saves can be made. 
If the Save is made, the Kamikaze draws a card on a 6+ he is destroyed. 

Keen Eyed 

Units with this characteristic add 1 to their PIP for any shooting attack. 

Knightly Order 

Troops with this Characteristic give 1 extra VP. Knightly Orders manoeuvre as if they were a deep 
unit. 

Knight’s Vow 

While they still hold a Lance marker a unit with this characteristic can charge without drawing a 
card to activate. 

Late Arrivals 

Troops with this characteristic do not deploy normally. At the beginning of the game they are 
placed off table. Starting from turn 2 they can activate in an attempt to arrive. You must draw a 5+ 
for them to deploy in a box on the player base edge. The card drawn is placed as their activation 
value as per normal. 
However, if you draw a 10 PIP card then they may deploy on a size edge box. This activation does 
not qualify as a charge. Once deployed they can continue to activate. 

Littoral 

Troops with this characteristic can treat impassable water features as open terrain. 



Magical Cohorts 

Troops with this characteristic count as having successfully cast the Sorcerous Blast spell when 
they shoot. Treat the casting result as if a 6 PIP card was drawn. This spell can be dispelled. 

Magical Reservoir 

Wizards in the same or adjacent box to a unit with this characteristic add 1 PIP to any casting 
result. 

Mechanical Monstrosity 

Mechanical Monstrosity is given to a Monstrous Creature (II). It can shoot as if it were an Organ 
Gun. When drawing a 1 PIP card for any activation place a Breakdown Effect token. This cannot be 
redrawn in any circumstance. 

 
Breakdown Effect – While this is in place this unit may neither move nor shoot. The only activation 
that it can perform is to repair itself. This is treated as a difficult activation. If a 1 PIP card is drawn 
for this activation the Steam Tank explodes as if it were artillery. If successful remove the 
Breakdown Effect Token. 

Mercenary 

Mercenary troops must be paid 1 victory medal before the battle begins. You may choose not to do 
this – then, if their very first activation is a 1-PIP card they retreat from the battlefield (counting as 
lost). 

Nerves of Steel 

Troops with this characteristic add 1 to any PIP card when saving for a Break Test. 

Peasant’s Vow 

Peasants suffer a -1 PIP adjustment when being activated, unless as part of a group. However, 
they add 1 additional VP to the army. 

Poison 

Saves made against a Poison attack Save on a 7+. If the unit’s Save is worse than 7+, they use that 
instead. 

Regeneration 

When a unit with this characteristic activates and draws a 1-PIP card, they may remove one of their 
disruption markers. The activation fails as normal. If the card is redrawn for any reason 
regeneration still takes place. 



 

Relic Beast 

Troops with this characteristic get a -1 to Save, add 1 VP to the army but lose 1 extra VM when 
destroyed. 

Repeating Shooter 

Units with this characteristic can draw 2 cards when shooting. 
Ammunition is expended as normal. 

Saga of the Beast 

Troops with this characteristic have Hatred (Monstrous Creature). 

Savage Tribes 

Troops with this characteristic must be in command on their own. Troops with the Savage Tribe 
characteristic are also Fanatic. 

Screaming Skulls 

Only artillery may take this characteristic. If Screaming Skull missiles hit, place a Screaming Skulls 
token in the box of the target. 
Screaming Skulls token – (Command (+1) , in addition the token has the the Terror characteristic. 

Slave Troops 

Troops with this characteristic cannot redraw a failed activation under any circumstance. Slave 
Troops can never benefit from a Hero redraw in combat. In addition, only other Slave Troops 
perform a break test for seeing Slave troops destroyed. 

Stupid 

Stupid troops count easy activations as difficult, and difficult activations as ‘doubly’ difficult. 

Subterranean 

Troops with this characteristic treat movement in Rocky Ground and Villages as an easy activation. 

 



Swarm 

Troops with this characteristic deduct 1 from the Victory Point total. When a unit is destroyed, 
Victory Medals lost are reduced by 2. 

Swift Strike 

When a unit with this characteristic is destroyed in melee, it may still strike back before being 
removed. 

Terror 

When saving against troops with this characteristic draw an additional card, discarding the 
highest. In addition, troops taking rout tests when adjacent to Terror causing units can attempt to 
save only once. Troops with Terror are also Fearless. 

Undead 

Troops with this characteristic can rally when in an enemies ZOC. Undead always Rally on a 6+ 
with no modifiers – positive or negative. Endless Undead are also Fearless, and immune to Poison. 

Under the Lash 

Units with this characteristic, making a simple activation after the first, succeed if they equal the 
previous card. When a 
10 PIP card is drawn for any activation by a unit with this characteristic, the unit takes a hit. This hit 
may be Saved. 

Unholy Engine 

Troops with this characteristic cannot make difficult moves. This means it can only travel in a 
straight line. In addition, this also confers the Terror. The range for this Terror effect is 2 boxes. 

Unruly Beasts 

At the start of your turn, award a single Minor Hero token to a unit that doesn’t already have one. In 
addition, unless in the same box as a General, troops with this characteristic treat all ‘non-charging’ 
activations as difficult. 

Unyielding 

No unit with this rule can move more than one box per turn. A unit can still charge as a subsequent 
activation. The unit will not follow up if the enemy is destroyed or evades. 
However, when activating to move, even on a failed result the unit can still move 1 box. Failing in 
this way still ends the commands activation. 

 



Vengeance 

When troops with this characteristic are destroyed in combat, draw a card on an 8+ they inflict an 
hit on their opponent. This counts as a ‘strike back’. 

Wandering Monster 

Troops with this characteristic do not deploy normally. They remain off-table joining the battle 
when, or if, the mood 
takes them. Starting from turn 2 they can activate in an attempt to arrive. You must draw a 5+ for 
them to deploy in a 
box on the player base edge. If you draw a 10 PIP card, then they may deploy on a size edge box. 
This activation does not count as a charge. These feral beasts have 2 fewer VP. 

Wood Runners 

Troops with this characteristic move into and through woods as an easy activation. In addition 
while in woods these troops benefit from a -1 save bonus in melee combat. 



General Characteristics 
 

College of Magic 

Wizards casting a spell add +1 to their casting draw for each other Wizard, with the College of 
Magic 
characteristic, in the army. The maximum this can be modified by is equal to the casting Wizard’s 
level. 

Daemonic 

Wizards with the Daemonic characteristic do not add their level to a miscast result. For miscast 
results of 3 PIP or less, they are still destroyed, but a Spawn of Chaos Spawn is placed in the 
Wizard’s box (if there is space). The Spawn of Chaos is in the same command. The Spawn of 
Chaos inherits any activation and effect tokens from the Wizard. If no Spawn of Chaos model is 
available, or the unit cannot fit in the box, the Wizard is simply destroyed. 

The Enchantress 

The Enchantress draws 2 cards when casting a spell, discarding the lowest. She also adds 2 VP to 
the army. 

Long Reach 

A Wizard with this characteristic is not present on the battlefield. He cannot command any troops 
and cannot be targeted in any way. When casting any spell however, you can treat any box as the 
casting location. 

Master of Magic 

A Wizard with this characteristic has the following – 

▪ Draws a single card when dispelling 
▪ All friendly Wizards within 3 boxes add 1 to the casting draw total, including the Master 

of Magic himself 
▪ +1 to Save 

Rune Priest 

Picking this trait means you cast no Magic. However, they can field a Rune Priest (counting as a 
Level 2 Wizard). A Rune Priest cannot cast any spells but is skilled at unbinding enemy magic. 
When a Rune Priest attempts to dispel they can discard the lowest card rather than the highest. 
 



Wizards and Magic 
 

A Wizard is a type of General that may attempt to harness the Winds of Magic and cast a spell. Wizards 
have a ‘Level’ which can be either 1, 2 or 3. This indicates the number of spells they can attempt to cast 
in any one turn. To do this the Wizard activates as if he were a unit. Casting a spell is a Difficult 
activation. As a General he can re-draw the activation attempt. 
If successful the Wizard selects a spell from their army list and attempts to cast it. 

To Cast 

1. Draw a card. 
2. Add the casting Wizard’s level to the value. 
3. Add any further modifiers specified by Wizard type. 

 

The target for success is indicated by the spell itself. If the card is equal to, or 
greater than, the casting cost it has been cast successfully. The effects of the 
spell are enacted immediately. Some spells have an immediate impact, and some 
have an effect that may last a longer time. In this case as suitable marker must be 
used to indicate the spell’s effect. 
Unless specified by the army list, a Wizard may only attempt to cast each spell once per turn. Multiple 
Wizards can cast the same spell, however. 

Dispelling 

Once a spell has been cast then your opponents may try to dispel it. To do so requires the opposing 
Wizard to be in line of sight to the casting Wizard, and within 3 boxes. This range is measured between 

the dispelling and casting Wizards. Diagonal boxes counting as 1.5 boxes for this purpose. 

To Dispel 

▪ Draw two cards, and discard the higher value. 
▪ Add the dispelling Wizard’s level to the value. 

If the value is higher than the final value of the casting Wizard then the spell is unbound and takes no 
effect. Each Wizard may only attempt to dispel a number of spells equal to their level, each opponent 
turn. 

Miscasts 

The Winds of Magic are fickle. If a 1 PIP card is drawn when attempting to cast, then something 
seriously has gone wrong. The spell automatically fails, and draw another card to see what has gone 

wrong. To this value add the casting Wizard’s level. 

Miscast Table 



Total Effect  

<=3 The Wizard is sucked into a Magical vortex and is destroyed. In the magical wash that 
follows each unit in the Wizard’s box takes a hit. They cannot save against this hit. 

4 Catastrophic magic engulfs the Wizard and his surroundings. Each unit in the Wizard’s 

box and adjacent boxes takes a hit. They can save as normal. 

5 The spell fails so disastrously that it is expunged from the minds of all Wizards 
present. This spell can no longer be cast by any Wizards for the remainder of the 
battle.  

6 The Wizard’s brain is fried by channelling such potent magic. Reduce his Level by 1 for 
the remainder of the battle. 

7 Magical Backlash. Each unit in the Wizard’s box takes a hit. They can save as normal. 

8 The Winds of Magic are literally strong. The box containing the Wizard cannot move for 
the remainder of the activation.  

9 Befuddled by the casting attempt the Wizard cannot cast further spells this activation.  

10 Further attempts to cast spells by this Wizard have their casting values increased by 1 
this activation.  

>10 Luckily you are too strong for this, and brush away the spell failure with no ill effect. 

Wizard’s Save 

A Wizard’s save is one worse than the General of his type. 

Loss of a Wizard 

Wizards are lost in the same way as Generals. If they are lost then loose additional Victory Medals equal 
to the Level of the Wizard killed. 

Spells and Line of Sight 

Wizards attached to a unit are assumed to be in the front rank of that unit. Line of sight for a spell is 
determined from the unit itself. 
Detached Wizards are treated as if they were at the front of the box for Line of Sight purposes. In all 
cases use Line of Sight rules as if shooting. Wizards on a hill can see and cast over troops in the boxes 
immediately adjacent, other than to another hill. In all other cases spells cannot be cast overhead, 

Spells and Target Priority 

The only target priority for Wizards casting spells is if they have an enemy in an adjacent box. If no such 
enemies exist then a spell make be cast at any unit or box, in line of sight and range of the casting 
Wizard. Some spells may caveat this 



Spells 
Name Casting Effect 

Aerial Shield 6 When the spell is successfully cast, place an Aerial Shield token in the 

Wizard’s box. 

Aerial Shield token : All friendly units in the same or adjacent square 

to the Aerial Shield token can draw an extra Save card after being 

shot at, discarding one.  

Anger of the 

Gods 

6 When cast, place an Anger of the Gods token in the Wizard’s square. 

Casting this spell ends the Wizard’s activation (but not the 

command). 

Anger of the Gods token : All enemy units within 3 boxes have 

Command (+2) 

Apotheosis 8 This spell can be cast on a friendly unit within 3 boxes. The Wizard 

must be able to see his target to use this spell. Apotheosis removes a 

single disruption marker from the unit. 

Arcane Fire 6 This spell is cast upon a missile-armed friendly unit within 3 boxes of 

the Wizard. The Wizard does not need to be able to see the friendly 

unit nor their intended target. Arcane Fire cannot be cast on Artillery. 

When Arcane Fire is cast, the target unit shoots immediately without 

activation. This spell can be cast on a unit even if it has already 

activated. Ammunition is expended as normal for the shots fired. 

Arcane Spite 6 If cast successfully, place an Arcane Spite token in the Wizard’s box. 

This marker has an adverse effects on your enemy. 

Arcane Spite token : enemy troops in an adjacent box suffer with the 

following – Save (+1) & Command (+1)  

Arcane Vigour 7 Pick a visible box within 4 boxes of the casting Wizard. The spell 

affects all units within that box. Units in the box can be moved as if 

they had received a successful activation, even if they have already 

been activated previously. 

Ball of Flame 7 When cast successfully, starting from the Wizard’s box pick a face – 

– Make 3 shooting attacks into a box contiguous to the selected face 

– Make 2 shooting attacks in the 2nd box from the selected face 



Name Casting Effect 

– Make 1 shooting attack in the 3rd box from the selected face 

The route of the ball of flame is in a 3 box line. 

Normal Saves may be made from these attacks. 

Blood Sacrifice 8 When successfully cast, sacrifice 1 unit in the Wizard’s box. 

Sacrificing a unit means they are destroyed, but this does not cause 

break tests. Victory Medals are sacrificed as normal. Place a Blood 

Sacrifice token in the Wizard’s Box 

Blood Sacrifice token : all friendly troops in the box, and adjacent 

boxes draw an extra card when attacking. 

Bloodlust 6 If successfully cast, place a Bloodlust token on a Monstrous Creature 

unit within 3 boxes of Wizard. This token remains in place until the 

Monstrous Creature fails its next Save. 

Bloodlust token : counts as Fanatic.  

Chill 5 This spell can be cast upon a box within 3 squares of the casting 

Wizard. The Wizard does not have to be able to see the target to cast 

the spell. 

When successfully cast, place a Chill token in the box. 

Chill token : Command (+2) . In addition, if there are any frozen water 

features (as a result of Frozen Steppes trait) they too get a Chill 

token. 

Climbing and 

Burrowing 

6 Target a unit with the Subterranean characteristic in an adjacent box 

to the casting Wizard. If successfully cast place a Climbing and 

Burrowing token on the unit. 

Climbing and Burrowing token : Troops can move into and out of 

impassable terrain. This token stays in play until the unit fails an 

activation to move. 

Confusion 6 This spell can be cast on an enemy unit within 3 squares regardless 

of whether the Wizard can see it or not. 

When successfully cast, place a Confusion token on the enemy unit. 

Confusion token : The unit cannot charge or advance closer to any 

enemy. Even units that are otherwise obliged to charge, or advance 

will not do so. 



Name Casting Effect 

Curse 7 This spell targets a single enemy unit within 2 boxes of the casting 

Wizard. When successfully cast, place as Curse token on the enemy 

unit. 

Curse token : Draw 2 cards when making a Save, discarding the 

highest PIP card 

Curse of Years 8 Pick an enemy unit adjacent to the casting Wizard. 

When cast draw a card for effect – 

Odd PIP 

Target unit is automatically hit. Saves cannot be made. 

Even PIP 

Target unit is automatically hit. Saves cannot be made. A friendly unit 

in the same box as the Wizard can remove a disruption marker. 

If the card for effect is 10-PIP then the casting Wizards level is raised 

by 1. If the Wizard is already Level 3 then he crumbles away and is 

killed with the Curse of Years. 

Daemonic 

Ritual 

7 Target a friendly Daemonic unit or Daemonic Monstrous general 

within 2 boxes of the casting Wizard. When successfully cast remove 

a disruption marker. 

Death Frenzy 7 Using line of sight, as if shooting, target a unit within 3 boxes of the 

casting Wizard. If successfully cast place a Death Frenzy token on the 

unit  

Death Frenzy token : Unit draws an additional card when attacking , 

adding the results together! Heroes cannot participate in this attack 

as the troops are just too frenzied. If the total value of the card 

exceeds 10 then the  unit also takes a hit, which cannot be saved 

Desert Sun 5 If cast successfully place a Desert Sun token on the table 

Desert Sun token : all troops with the Cold Blooded Characteristic 

ignore its effect.  

Divine Wind 7 Using line of sight, as if shooting, target a box within 2 of the casting 

Wizard. All units (friend or foe) must move by deviation. If the unit 

cannot move into the destination box (because it is fully occupied or 

contains impassible terrain) the unit takes a hit as if by shooting. 

Saves can be made from these hits. Troops pushed off the table 

count as destroyed. Each unit in the box draws to deviate separately. 

The orientation of deviation can either be from the facing of the 



Name Casting Effect 

casting wizard , or the target unit. The casting wizard picks which 

orientation to use 

Dominion 7 When cast successfully pick a visible box within 2 boxes of the 

wizard. Place a Dominion token in that box 

Dominion token : Troops, who are not fearless, in the box with the 

Dominion token cannot activate. They can, however 

strike back if attacked. Note that Generals are not troops.  

Doom and 

Despair 

6 When cast successfully place a Doom and Despair token in a target 

box within 3 boxes of the casting Wizard 

Doom and Despair token : Command (+4) 

Note that even other Undead are not immune – they are overcome by 

the ennui of the tomb! 

Doomroar 6 When cast successfully place a Doomroar token in the Wizards box. 

Casting this spell ends the Wizard’s activation (but not the 

command). 

Doomroar token : Attack (-1). In addition enemy units adjacent have 

Save (+1)  

Dread Visage 6 Target a  unit or  Monstrous General, within 2 boxes of the casting 

Wizard. When successfully cast place a Dread Visage token on the 

target 

Dread Visage token : Target unit has Terror 

Eerie Mist 6 This spell can be cast on any 2 contiguous boxes within 3 of the 

Wizard. Place an Eerie Mist token in both boxes. 

Eerie Mist token : Blocks line of sight. In addition Command (+2)  

Eye of the 

Raven 

7 If cast successfully place an Eye of the Raven token in the Wizards 

box. 

The Eye of the Raven token : Allows one army wide re-draw for ANY 

failed draw – Activation , Save , Shooting etc. When you perform the 

re-draw – remove the Eye of the Raven token. Until you make the re-

draw the Eye of the Raven token remains in play. You can only have 1 



Name Casting Effect 

Eye of the Raven token in play at any one time. You cannot re-draw a 

re-draw 

Fearful Strike 8 This spell can be cast on a box containing enemy troops within 4 

boxes, regardless of whether the Wizard can see it or not. Each unit 

suffers automatic hit. Saves can be taken as normal. If any save is 

failed place a Fearful Strike token in the box 

Fearful Strike token : Command (+7)  

Flickering 

Flames 

5 Using line of sight, as if shooting, target a unit within 2 boxes of the 

casting Deamonic Wizard. Successfully casting the spell 

does one automatic hit. In addition place a Flickering Flames token 

on the Wizard. 

Flickering Flames token : Armour (-1) 

Freeze 7 This spell can be cast upon an enemy unit within 2 squares of the 

casting wizard. The Wizard does not have to be able to see the target 

to cast the spell. When successfully cast place a Freeze token on the 

unit. 

Freeze token : Save (+2).  On an 11+ an addition +1 Save per PIP over 

10 – up to the level of the caster – is added to the token. In addition if 

there are any frozen water features (as a result of Frozen Steppes 

trait ) they become impassible  

Gaze of Fate 8 Pick a visible friendly unit within 3 boxes of the casting Deamonic 

Wizard. When successfully cast draw a card – 

1 Add a Disruption Marker applied to the unit 

2-3 Remove an Effect token from the unit. If you cannot do this apply, 

the previous lower result 

4-6 A Disruption Marker is removed from the unit. If you cannot do 

this, apply the previous lower result 

7-9 Deduct 3 from the activation card on the unit. If there is no 

activation card, apply the previous lower result 

10 Replace the General with a Deamon Prince of the same Mark. If 

you have no model, treat the draw as a 1. If the General is already 

Monstrous, apply the previous lower result 
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Gods of the 

Dead 

6 Target an undead unit, without a minor hero, within 3 boxes of the 

casting Wizard. If successfully cast the target unit is gifted a minor 

hero. However, if the total casting value is greater than 11 then 

remove a disruption marker in addition 

Great Green! 5 If cast successfully place Great Green! token in the Greenskin 

Wizards box – 

Great Green! token – Greenskin Wizard spells get a +1 PIP to the 

casting draw for each  Greenskin unit in, or adjacent to, the Great 

Green! token. 

If however the casting total is greater than 10 the Greenskin Wizard 

must make a save, or explode with too much  Great Green!  

Green Power! 8 If cast successfully every Greenskins unit in or adjacent to the casting 

Wizard receives a Minor Hero marker – if it doesn’t already have a 

Hero marker.  

Harbinger of 

Doom 

8 Using line of sight, as if shooting, target a box within 3 of the casting 

Wizard. Successfully casting the spell places a Harbinger of Doom 

Comet token in the target box. On an 11+ an extra Harbinger of Doom 

Comet token is placed per PIP over 10 – up to the level of the caster. 

Harbinger of Doom Comet tokens can be dispelled while in play. Each 

successul dispel removes 1 token. The dispel value, once in play, is 

8+ 

Harbinger of Doom token  : If one or more unit is in the same box as 

the token, at the beginning of the units turn turn draw a card 

1-2 Remove a Harbinger of Doom Comet token from the box 

3-8 Each unit in the box takes 1 automatic hit 

9-10 Move the Harbinger of Doom Comet token by Deviation (facing 

is closest to the player drawing the card) 

Itchy Nuisance  5 If successfully cast, a place a Itchy Nuisance token in a box adjacent 

to the Wizard 

Itchy Nuisance token : Command (+4) 

Life in the 

Trees 

8 The spell is cast on any friendly box containing Woods within 3 boxes 

of the Wizard. If successfully cast place an Life in the Trees token in 

the box. 
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Life in the Trees token :  Troops in a box containing an Life in the 

Trees token cannot be targeted by missile fire. 

Light of Battle 7 When cast place a Light of Battle token in the Wizards box. 

Light of Battle token : Units in the same square draw an additonal 

card when in melee 

Magma Pool 6 When cast successfully place a 2 Magma Pool tokens into one or 

more contigious boxes within 2 of the Wizard. 

These boxes must be vacant of all troops and terrain. A box can 

contain more than 1 token. 

At the beginning of the casting Wizard remove 1 Magma Pool token 

from each box containing them. 

Magma Pool token : Box is impassible terrain 

Mirage 7 This spell can be cast on a friendly unit within 3 squares of the 

Wizard. The Wizard must be able to see his target to use this spell 

and visible to any enemy unit. The target unit is removed and placed 

into a vacant box not adjacent to the enemy. The target unit keeps its 

original orientation. The destination box must also be within 3 boxes 

of the Wizard. 

Monster Bear! 7 If successfully cast, remove all activation cards from the Wizard and 

replace the Wizard’s model with a Monster Bear! token. 

Monster Bear! token : Treat as a creature having a Monster Bear 

profile. It can activate. However, if the creature is killed then the 

Wizard is also killed. VM are surrendered for the Wizard. When the 

Monster Bear! token is removed, all the disruption counters on it are 

also removed. The Wizard is then replaced back into the box  

Plague 8 Using line of sight, as if shooting, target a unit within 2 boxes of the 

casting Wizard. Each enemy unit in the box takes 1 hit. Saves can 

then be taken. Place a Plague token on one unit in the box. If the units 

moves then the Plague token is moved along with it. Each 

subsequent player turn all units in the box with the Plague token take 

one hit. Saves can be taken. If the save is successful then the Plague 

token is removed. If the save is failed the unit takes a disruption and 

the Plague token remains in play. If the unit with the Plague token is 
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destroyed for any reason and there is another unit in the box the 

Plague token is transferred to that unit, otherwise it is removed. 

Power of the 

Herd 

7 If successfully cast place a Power of the Herd token in the Wizards 

box, and those boxes adjacent containing non-monstrous creatures 

units with the Unruly Beast characteristic. The Power of the Herd 

token : Units draw an extra card when attacking. You must then 

discard one card. If the card you discard is a 1 then then attacking 

unit takes a hit. This hit cannot be saved. 

Rage of Chaos 6 Target friendly unit, with the same Mark of Chaos as the Wizard, 

within 3 boxes. Place a Rage of Chaos token on the Unit. 

Rage of Chaos token : Draw one 1 card after each activation to attack 

successfully. 

1 Target unit takes a disruption 

2-9 Target unit draws 1 extra card when attacking 

10 Target unit draws 2 extra cards when attacking. The unit also 

takes a disruption 

Raise Dead 7 If successful create a new unit of core undead troops, in the same or 

orthogonally adjacent box of the casting Wizard. The new unit cannot 

be placed adjacent to a box containing enemy troops. This new unit is 

in the same command as the casting 

Wizard. It does not however add any Victory points to the army. The 

card used to cast the spell is placed as the raised units activation.  

Sandstorm 8 If cast successfully place a Sand Storm token on the table 

Sand Storm token – all activations Command(+1) penalty 

Shadows from 

Afar 

6 If cast successfully place a Shadows from Afar token on the table 

Shadows from Afar token – all troops with the Dread of Light 

Characteristic ignore its effect. 

Shield of 

Combat 

7 When the spell is successfully place an Shield of Combat token in the 

Wizards box. 

Shield of Combat token : All friendly units in the same or adjacent 
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square as the Shield of Combat token can draw an extra save card 

during melee, discarding one. 

Shield of the 

Old Ones 

6 This spell can be cast upon a friendly unit within 2 squares of the 

casting wizard. The Wizard does not have to be able to see the target 

to cast the spell. 

When successfully cast place a Shield of the Old Ones token on the 

unit. 

Shield of the Old Ones token : Save (-1) 

On an 11+ an addition -1 Save per PIP over 10 – up to the level of the 

caster – is added to the token 

Skitterleap 6 If successfully cast the Wizard, and any unit in the same box, can be 

moved to any other vacant box within 4 boxes to the original location. 

The destination box must be empty and not be adjacent to any enemy 

troops 

Sorcerous 

Blast  

7 Using line of sight, as if shooting, target a unit within 3 boxes of the 

casting Wizard. Successfully casting the spell does one automatic 

hit. On an 11+ an extra hit is inflicted per PIP over 10 – up to the level 

of the caster. Saves can be made as normal. 

Soul Stealer 5 Using line of sight, as if shooting, target a unit within 3 boxes of the 

casting Wizard. If successfully cast the target unit loses a Hero 

marker. 

Teleport 5 When cast successfully the Wizard can be taken from his current 

position and placed in any other box containing troops in his 

command. Alternatively, he can be placed a friendly camp box 

Touch of Death 8 Target enemy unit in adjacent box to the Wizard takes 1 hit. This hit 

cannot be saved. 

If a 10-PIP card is drawn for casting the Wizard also takes a hit – this 

hit can be saved. 
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Wild Woods 7 If cast successfully the wizard may move a box containing a wood 

(and any friendly or enemy units therein) into an adjacent empty box 

keeping the same orientation. The target box and the final destination 

must both be with 3 boxes of the casting Wizard. 

Wrath of the 

Woods 

7 Target an enemy unit, within 3 boxes of the Wizard, in a box 

containing Woods. The target takes 3 hits as if charged. These hits 

can be saved in the normal manner (as if in melee) 

 

 

Monstrous Creatures 
To represent a rich pantheon of monstrous creatures, there is a new troop type in addition to those 
in the TTS! rulebook. There are 4 classes of Monstrous Creature in the game with the following 
profiles 

Class Hit Modifier Save Hits Move as Victory Points Victory Medals  

I 0 5+ 2 Infantry 1 2 

II +1 5+ 3 Infantry 1 2 

III +1 5+ 4 Cavalry 1 3 

IV +2 4+ 4 Cavalry 1 3 

Monstrous Generals and Monstrous mounts 

Where specified in the list a Monstrous Creature can be a General and/or a Wizard. Some Generals 
are allowed a Monstrous Mount (which can either be a Monstrous Creature or War Wagon) 

Both Monstrous Mounts and Monstrous Generals use the section for Monstrous Mounts in the 
Army builder. Monstrous General and Mounts must always be attached (to the Monstrous Mount) 
and count as mounted. 

Class I – III Monstrous Mounts and Monstrous Generals do not get a General’s free move. All 
moves must be made by activation. They move as the following types – Infantry (Monstrous 
Creature I & II), Cavalry (Monstrous Creature III & IV) or War Wagon 



Monstrous Size – Class III & IV Monsters 

▪ Automatically cause Terror. 
▪ Are shot at with a -1 bonus. 
▪ Take up the full occupancy of a box. 
▪ Cannot benefit from a ‘Hero’ melee redraw unless as a Monstrous Mount or Monstrous 

General 
▪ Cannot share a box in any circumstances. 

Walk Amongst Mortals – Class IV Monsters 

▪ Treat every activation as easy. 
▪ A Monstrous General gets the free General’s move. 

Hits on Monstrous Generals & Mounts 

Monstrous Mounts follow the normal rules regarding hits with an attached General. Should the 
General be killed, and the Monstrous Mount survives the mount is treated as a normal unit for the 
remainder of the game, using its own profile. If the Monstrous Mount is killed, and the General 
survives, normal rules apply 

Monstrous Generals take only a single save when hit. The save is that of the Monster 

Death of Monstrous General. 

When a Monstrous General is killed, surrender VMs equal to the Monstrous Creature and the 
Monstrous General (including any VM for being a Wizard). A Monstrous General only loses 1 VM 
opposed to 2 for a normal General. As the General and the Monster are a single entity then the 
attached General does not get a chance to escape. 

 



Army Traits 
 

All is Dust 

When a Wizard is slain all units in and adjacent to the Wizards box take 1 hit, as if from melee. 
Saves cannot be made. 

Ambuscade 

Before deployment, select up to 3 non-monstrous creature units to be placed into ambush. 
Attached Generals can be included in this ambush. These units are deployed off-table. Starting 
from the Player’s 2nd turn you may try to deploy any off-table troops from ambush. Draw an 
activation card. Attached generals can redraw. 

1 
The units is lost (counting destroyed), but does not surrender any victory 

medals 

2-4 The unit is not deployed, remaining off table 

5-8 
Deploy the unit in a terrain box (not adjacent to enemy), or out of sight of 

all enemy 

9-10 Deploy the unit in any terrain box, or out of sight of all enemy 

Ancient Race 

The army must surrender 1 victory medal before the battle begins. 

Backbone of the Mountain 

Before the first piece of terrain is placed the player must choose 1 of the following – 

1. Place 1 box of impassible terrain before any other terrain is placed. 

2. As the passive army, their camps count as fortified (around each face of the 

box) 



Chivalric Lands 

Before the first piece of terrain is placed the player must choose 1 of the following – 

1. Place 2 boxes of open terrain before any other terrain is placed. 

2. As the passive army, all camps count as fortified (around each face of the box) 

Cruel Nobility 

When a unit fails an activation, a General in an adjacent box may choose to inflict a hit on the unit 
that fails to redraw a card once. These hits cannot be saved. Redraws cannot be redrawn. 

Defensive Strategy 

All camps count as fortified on all faces. 

Frozen Steppes 

Before the first piece of terrain is placed, place 2 boxes of open terrain. 
After both armies are deployed but before the first turn, draw a card. If the card is odd then all 
water features on the table are frozen. Frozen water features can be crossed, but they do count as 
rough going. 

General Muster 

Each command must have at least one unit of a compulsory core troop type. 

Incursion 

This army can choose to field 0 camps 

Jungle Runners 

No command penalty is applied to any units in the army on account of dense terrain. 

Spell Resistance 

When any unit makes an armour save from a spell, they add 1 PIP to card drawn. 

The Great Wood 

This army can deploy an additional 2 woods ( 1 box ) after the terrain placement phase, but before 
deployment. These two woods cannot be moved. 



They Came from the Sea… 

Troops with the Littoral characteristic may replace the armies camp(s). You can field up to 1 troop 
of this type per command. They must be deployed as per camps (in the first deployment drop, 
touching the base table edge). 

When destroyed they count as losing a camp. Being destroyed they cannot be recaptured like a 
camp. 

Wild Fighters 

After all deployment, before the first activation draw a card. Divide the result by 2 (rounding down) 
– award that many Minor Hero markers to core units. 

Woodlander Realms 

Place 2 additional woods (1 box each) after the terrain placement phase, but before deployment. 
These woods cannot be moved. 


